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INTRODUCTION

Table 1 : Selected commercial/industrial loads flexibility features

• Due to widespread electrification in the residential,
commercial, and industry segments, end uses can be
used as potential demand response providers.
• Demand flexibility can be exploited to reduce system
operational costs, while also being used for various
system ancillary services.
• Industrial/Commercial end uses are the cases of
interest in this project.

METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 : Different end use segments

Mathematically:

Objectives

• Mixed Integer Programming/ Non-linear Programming in the Backbone Model

• Assessing flexibility attributes of selected
industrial/commercial loads.

• Uncertainty modelling of renewable energy sources and flexible loads

• Assessing ancillary service response provision
from an individual industrial/commercial end
use.
• Assessing ancillary service response provision
from multiple flexible loads with different
consumption behaviours.
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Obj. Technical Assessment of flexible loads
integration in power system
st. Considering:
Physically-based load models
Multiple flexible loads
Power system model
Storage
Gas & water networks
Wind/solar/water flows, etc

• Dynamic modelling of different flexible industrial/commercial loads
• Dynamic modelling of power system – frequency stability / ramping capability

Our model will address various questions:
• How can flexible industrial/commercial loads improve system dynamic performance?
• What are the negative aspects of using industrial/commercial loads for providing reserve in
a power system?
• How can gas and heat loads that are coupled with the electricity system provide flexibility,
while customer comfort is not affected?

FLEXIBLE DEMAND

Figure 2 : Attribute the impact of demand response

An Ideal Flexible Demand:
• High response speed
• Long duration response
• Short latency response
• Cost-effective
• Large magnitude
• High availability
• Energy re-charging/pre-charging not required

Figure 3 : System Modelling Overview
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